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1. Introduction
This application note provides guidelines for handling
and board mounting of NXP's MaxQFP packages.
Information included in this application note are
recommendations for design of PCB Footprint, board
mounting and soldering considerations for the MaxQFP
package.
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2. Scope
This document contains generic information about the
MaxQFP package assembled at NXP and NXP's
assembly and test vendors. For more details about NXP
products, visit www.nxp.com or contact the appropriate
product application team. Development efforts are
required to optimize the board assembly process and
application design per individual product requirements.
Additionally, industry standards (such as IPC and
JEDEC), and prevalent practices in the board assembly
environment are good references.

3. Package background
To date two MaxQFP body sizes have been developed:
•

172 pins (16x16 mm body size)

•

172 pins + EP (16x16 mm body size)

•

100 pins (10x10 mm body size)
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Package background

These are able to replace five JEDE Compliant QFPs with lead counts of: 64, 80, 100, 144 and 176 as
shown in the following figure

Figure 1. Visual comparison between MAXQFP and LQFP showing the body size reduction up to 56%.

MaxQFP (as shown in the following figure) is a new high density quad flat pack (QFP). It combines
both gull-wing and J-leads in an over molded package body similar to the QFP/LQFP packages.

Figure 2. MaxQFP Package - Side View

The outer-ring of leads are Gullwing (GW) leads and the inner-ring are J-leads.
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Package background

Figure 3. MaxQFP package bottom corner view

•

J-leads are located inward and are present between two GW leads.

•

The external lead pitch between adjacent leads of the same type (e.g. J-leads) is 0.65mm.

•

Adjacent leads of different types (i.e. between the J- and GW leads) is 0.325 mm.
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Package background

Figure 4. MaxQFP package bottom view

For high power applications, MaxQFP_EP (exposed pad) has also been developed as shown in Figure 3.
It is similar to the QFP_EP, where a portion of the die flag is exposed, enabling it to be soldered to a
printed circuit board (PCB) resulting in an excellent and short thermal connection between the PCB,
package, and die. This thermal performance is significantly better than a similar leaded package without
an exposed pad. The thermal performance (e.g. thermal resistance) of both the MaxQFP and
MaxQFP_EP packages is explained in detail later.
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MaxQFP package outline drawing

Figure 5. MaXQFP_EP with exposed pad to improve thermal performance

The following are the benefits:
•

AEC Grade 1 proven reliability

•

More IOs in smaller area at lower cost

•

Up to 56% reduction in board area (versus same lead count of LQFP)

•

NXP unique technology

Productization
•

Next generation body and security platform for leaded products

4. MaxQFP package outline drawing
4.1. 172MaxQFP package outline drawing
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MaxQFP package outline drawing
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MaxQFP package outline drawing

4.2. 100MaxQFP package outline drawing [preliminary version]
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PCB design guidelines and requiremnts for MaxQFP package

5. PCB design guidelines and requiremnts for MaxQFP
package
A proper PCB footprint and stencil designs are critical to surface mount assembly yields and subsequent
electrical and mechanical performance of the mounted package. The design starts with obtaining the
correct package drawing.

•

1.4 x 0.28 mm pad is recommended for both gull wing and J leads
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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•

0.05 mm soldermask clearance shown around pad perimeter

Figure 6. Copper Pads on PCB
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Figure 7. Soldermask on PCB
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5.1. 172 MaxQFP Package Recommended PCB Footprint Design

Figure 8. Example of the 172 MaxQFP PCB footprint recommended
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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5.2. 172MaxQFP - solder paste printing
•

0.125 mm thick stencil recommended

•

Other thickness such as 0.150 mm can also work

Figure 9. Example of the 172 MaxQFP PCB footprint recommended with solder paste printing
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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5.3. 172 MaxQFP optical images reflowed onto PCB

Figure 10. Package Top View on PCB

Figure 11. Package Corner View on PCB
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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Figure 12. 172 MaxQFP soldered by reflowed onto PCB

5.4. MaxQFP automated optical inspection (AOI) compatibility
As this is a new package in the industry there are many questions around it. There will be doubts and
concerns on how the Automatic Object Inspection is done. There might be questions around if an x-ray
inspection is needed. Such questions have been proved irrelevant. Some AOI vendors have
demonstrated that a side camera system is capable to inspect the MaxQFP.
The traditional top view camera AOI system may find some difficulties when inspecting the MaxQFP
package. This is due to the solder joints of J-leads after PCB mounting resides under the package body.
These joints cannot be inspectable with legacy AOI systems which only offer a top view. Thus, for
solder joint inspection of MaxQFP (or a PLCC, for that matter), systems equipped with side-view
cameras are required.
The side camera of AOI system can easily capture the light reflection of J-lead solder joints. There are a
number of AOI vendors who have confirmed that their AOI systems with side camera can detect
MaxQFP solder joints.
For instance, an AOI system module with eight concentric, angular cameras is able to get unobstructed
views.
•

The inspection of the J leads is done using the angled inspection. The AOI system verifies the
presence and flow of soldering, bridges and possible contamination.

•

The inspection of the gull-wing leads is done using the angled inspection as well. The AOI
system verifies the same soldering defects as the J leads and also looks for lifted, shifter, or
broken leads.
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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172 MaxQFP board level solder joint reliability

The AOI systems can take advantage of the geometry-based algorithms used for the LQFP’s. These
algorithms requires some adjustments and tunning to inspect the MaxQFP. These adjustments can be
discussed with the AOI vendors to ensure the proper identification of failures. Additional costs may
occur depending on the AOI vendor for this additional adjustments and tunning.
It is important to emphasize the following:
•

The MaxQFP package does not create new solder joint failure modes

•

If the QFP GW leads do not need to inspect primary joint, then inspecting MaxQFP is not
needed. The same theory applies to PLCC J-leads

•

It is strongly recommended to use AOI systems with side cameras because it allows to look at
PLCC J-leads more easily.

6. 172 MaxQFP board level solder joint reliability
•

NXP carried out extensive SMT assembly and board level reliability thermal cycling on
MaxQFP

•

Specially designed test board was used (shown below)

•

See PCB and SMT details at right

•

SMT assembly with 0.125 mm stencil thickness resulted in 100% soldering yield

Figure 13. 172 MaxQFP PCB for board level reliability testing
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Table 1. MaxQFP board level reliability testing PCB and SMT details
Item
Board
Board Material
Pad

Stencil

Solder Paste
Reflow

Attribute
Length x Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Insulating Material
Cu Layers
Pad Dimensions (mm x
mm)
Surface Finish
Thickness (mm)
Aperture Dimensions
Material
Composition
Type
Type

Value
114.3 x 251.36
1.57
High Tg FR4
6 layers
Gull Wing and J Lead 1.40 x 0.28. 0.05
solder mask clearance.
OSP (Organic Solderability Protectant)
0.125
1:1 with Cu Pads
Fine Grain Stainless Steel with Nano
Coating
SAC305
No clean, ROL0, Type IV powder
Convection Reflow in Air at 240C Peak

6.1. Typical post soldering board mounted 172 MaxQFP X-Ray

Figure 14. Top View (Through Pkg)

6.2. 172 MaxQFP board level reliability thermal cycling details
•

Thermal Cycling Testing Details:
o -40 to 125°C single chamber cycling
o min ramps and dwells, one-hour cycle
o Continuous in-situ resistance monitoring with failure when resistance ≥1000Ω
o Sample size of 32 parts
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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•

Results:
o First failure at 9191 cycles
o Weibull characteristic life of 13049 cycles
o Typically cycle until >63% failure on a part basis, but due to excellent reliability, testing
was terminated at 12018 cycles at 30% failure

Figure 15. Single chamber thermal cycling

Figure 16. Thermal cycle profile
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6.3. 172 MaxQFP time-zero cross-section analysis
6.3.1. 172 MaxQFP cross-section analysis pre-thermal cycling

Figure 17. 172 MaxQFP Gull Wing solder joint (45X)

Figure 18. 172MaxQFP J Lead solder joint (75X)
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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6.3.2. 172 MaxQFP cross-section analysis post-thermal cycling
•

Part failed at 11212 (J Lead) and 10157 (Gull Wing) cycles.

•

Pulled for cross-section at 12018 cycles.

•

Failures occurred in bulk solder.

Figure 19. 172MaxQFP Failed Gull Wing Joint (Lead 9)

Figure 20. 172MaxQFP Failed J lead Joint (Lead 124)
MaxQFP Packaging, Rev. 0, 04/2022
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6.4. 172 MaxQFP board-level thermal cycling weibull plot
•

172 MaxQFP exceeded all known AEC Grade 1 BLR requirements with 9791 board level cycles
to first failure

•

Note that testing of this type typically continues until >63% failure, but due to excellent BLR
result testing was terminated at 12018 cycles at 30% failure.

Figure 21. Thermal Cycling Weibull Plot

7. Summary
•

MaxQFP is a cost effective, small footprint, high reliability package that exceeds AEC Grade 1
requirements

•

It demonstrates excellent SMT yield and board level thermal cycling reliability

•

Package has been extensively tested, modelled and characterized

•

Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) of J-leads demonstrated utilizing angled camera

•

Planned usage in a variety of NXP products.
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Figure 22. Finite Element Model of MaxQFP on PCB

8. References
•

MaxQFP 172 –– NXP new package platform

•

172MAXQFP - Mechanical Outline

•

100MAXQFP - Mechanical Outline
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Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason
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the Terms and conditions of commercial sale of NXP Semiconductors.
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